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R E G U L U S  T H E  L A W  G I V E R

Peace Babes. How y'all be? How's your sky studying going? Awesometwo hearts! I already know. Sun Soul 
Astrology just reminded her loyal viewers, we are currently enjoying Regulus & Sirius sky activity. The convo got 
exciting AF from there. 
 
Sun Soul Astrology has been quite influential in me learning more about my soul self. I have been following her 
since 2016 via YouTube and Instagram. The info she shares for free has been quite guiding for me. So, it's my 
honor to share her info with all of you. The video is linked below. Before we dive deep into this alien rich info, it's 
only right we learn who both Regulus & Sirius are. So we'll learn 3 facts about each. Beginning with Regulus. 
 
Regulus- The Heart of the Lion 
July's newsletter is drippin with Leo dominance. Regulus is the brightest star in theLeo constellation. Associated 
with Royal Power (King of the Jungle). Regulus is Latin for "rex", which means King. Arabia, Greece & Babylon 
have royal names like The Kingly One (Malikiyy), The King (Shame). The Akkadians of Mesopotamia it 
represented Amil-gal-ur. Whose the legendary King of the Celestial Sphere who ruled before to the great flood. 
 
Regulus- 1 of 4 Royal Stars of Heaven 
Regulus is in the Leo constallation, northern Royal star. It's the 21st brightest star in the sky. What we see today is 
an 85 year old pic of Regulus. As Regulus is 85 light years from Earth. Regulus, the law maker can be affiliated 
with regulate, is defined as "to make regular, put in good order; adjust by rule." A regulator is "one who, or that 
which regulates: a lever for regulating motion. The sun passes through this area of the sky annually during August. 
Our World tends to undergo major changes in the month of August. 
 
Prophecy from the Ageless Wisdom Teachings said: 
"A certain relationship or configuration of stars~ of which one is the star Regulus in Leo~ will bring about a 
situation wherein  the reorientation of the attitude of the legal profession will take place, it's functions and duties 
will be centralized for the purpose of the World usefulness & in this process legislation for children will assume 
great importance & be the motivating power. This legal step will be primarily advocated by Russia and endorsed 
by the United States of America. Before 2035 A.D. such legislation will be universal in it's sphere of influence and 
control." Alice A. Bailey 
 
 
 



 
Regulus- Sirius Lense 
 
Esoterically speakin, of course, Sirius is the star of the Christ consciousness (Earth chakra #8), associated with the heart center. 
Sirius, the God star, uses Regulus, the heart of the Lion as the regulator of Sirius energy on Earth. Stimulating Human-Beings to 
express heart consciousness, which is expressing unconditional love. The soul is esoterically connected to unconditional love, 
and Christ to the Heart of Consciousness. Change and love occur as a result of our collective soul elevation. 
 
How are you enjoying the way the planets interact with Earth? Pretty cool, huh? Learning this kind of info forced me to make 
peace with all my trauma & drama. The detox capsules were a huge tool. I ate 100% alkaline or fasted & lost maaad weight, beat 
depression & learned how to truly begin loving myself. Order your detox capsules today and get a free 15 min consultation from a 
Dr. Sebi Advocate sharing the best alkaline herbs for what's discussed. Click here to order yours today: 
 https://www.hellomynameisangela.com/product-page/cellular-detox-herbs 
 
Disclaimer: These capsules balance and clear the cell. However, we are not doctors. Nor do we treat anything nor anyone. 
 
Sun Soul Astrology Update: 
https://youtu.be/RGwToCGxf-g 
 
 


